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This book gives a complete account of the recipe, the doses and of Essiac's uses available these days through
health food stores. Tells of connection with patients who've attained comfort or regeneration from this
remarkable herbal planning. Do wish the same cancer remedy John F. She treated a large number of people
with this formulation with an 80% recovery rate. This publication is certainly a compilation of research, data
and testimonials about Essiac – the herbal based formula who have helped thousands attain relief and
regeneration from malignancy. You will learn how exactly to properly navigate the preparation, dosages and
uses of Essiac. The originator of the formula desired that individuals who want help would get it without
interference from any medical establishment. Included is the history and development of the ancient healing
treatment. Kennedy’s personal physician used to completely cure his own tumor?
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I learned a good deal from this reserve.. I love this book, actually opened my eye to a new, more natural
aproach.BROWSE THE Book. The FDA& I have done great study and read many testimonials and some
books to obtain the story of the tea. Malignancy The Forbidden Cures full documentery. I have purchased
probably around 16 to 20 of these . If you have not seen and noticed this really magnificent and selfless
woman, please go to You tube and listen to, and find her. Reseach it. Got I known about this tea, and the
tumor curing and diabetes curing properties, they may still be around today. Causes apoptosis of the C cells!
My daughter in legislation had section of one breast removed because of cancer. I purchased the book,
"Essiac" for her and my son to read before taking the tea. So I'm glad I possibly could find this reference for
them. Not merely would I recommend this book to everyone who would like to stay healthy, I am buying
books to provide to others to spread the word concerning this apparently exceptional cure for cancer as well
as other diseases. Great reserve - Essiac:A Native Herbal Cancer Remedy We now have been brewing our
very own since getting the book. It includes a kinda woody taste, as it should when you consider the
ingredients. I am still alive 12 years later on. I wish I had bought a physical copy instead of digital There are
CURES for cancer, profit is in treatment. If the wall space of the intestines are protected, then there is
absolutely no way to understand this absorbed properly. What an awesome book This book is awesome and
has great details! My doctors explained that there was nothing at all they could perform further, "go home
and die", I had three or four months! My husband and I are taking this tea after I researched it.! It was
amazing. These books are advantageous for anyone who wants to be healthy A MUST READ!. I have
purchased probably around 16 to 20 of these books four close friends Etc. I did lots of reading and a pal of a
pal told me individually that she was healed of stage 4 cancer after changing her diet plan and ingesting
Essiac tea..! I won't need to buy many books to get my answers.Do Yourself a Favor. Dang shame Big
Pharma, the FDA, and the AMA would very much rather continue making money off of sickness and
various other terminal diseases, rather than ACTUALLY trying to get rid of people. But those folks that
know better, understand there need to be various other alternatives to treatment (aside from the common
treatments), and continue carrying out research. MANY THANKS, Rene Caisse, for all of your hard work
and dedication to the health of others! Great Book, essential read. I finally learned one of the best keeped
secrets for Cancers without having to depend on harshful chemical substances that over time harm even your
healthy cells.. A miracle cure I was diagnosed with stage IV melanoma and had three tumors removed from
my lung and human brain. In case you are fighting the big C, get some Seagate - Grape Seed Extract caps. I
searched the web and found Cassie's publication and had taken Essiac for a year. We added a few extra
herbals to the mix to gain some extra fighting power. I have given the book to anyone with tumor who will
try it. had good detox up to now. Five Stars Great book, great information for somebody you know which
has cancer and wants to go herbal. Great book This is the best informative book I've purchased to date. It
answers the questions I had plus much more. Thank you.! Your local health food store can guide you. Great
Very informative for all those wondering if it's for you Wonderful I read this publication on iBooks. It’s
very informative about the essiac tea how it came into being and steps to make it. Worth buying!! I would
recommend that before actually starting this, take a week and obtain the low bowels cleaned out. Watch on
YouTube; I must say i enjoyed seeing and hearing Rene Caisse herself, on Youtube in an interview of
several years passed. I chose this rating despite the fact that I have no cancer, and am just now taking this
tea. I sent this plus some tea to 2 close friends with breast cancer..other remedies so they destroy thise who
try. I lost a sister to malignancy in 1995, and a sister to diabetes in 2012. Book that tells you how to beat
cancer Very informative book. Good Book This tea works.. just started it & Regardless of doctors it seems
to work. Will update when malignancy is healed. Interesting read. AMA cant patent or profit from B17,
Essiac, . One used it, but recently told me it had been affecting her liver- therefore she had to stop. It was
something I possibly could do from a long way away. Do your homework and read this book to know why
and what, the process, and goals are when you start this tea for a particular illness, or just keeping your

health.
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